Quick View of Cisco Webex Virtual Classroom

- Microphone: mute on/off
- Camera: turn the camera on you computer on and off
- Share Your Screen (for instructor only)
- Record: record the meeting (for host only)
- Participant: show list of students on the side
- Chat: opens a chat panel on the side to type in a question or comment
- More Options: turn up your volume, change what speakers you are using, the host can invite additional students to join
- Leave the Meeting

Panels float on the screen, so you can move them to where you want

Pin: instructor will use this to make his/her screen locked as largest

Participants appear at the bottom of the screen

Participants appear in a uniform grid pattern

Video Views: click to open choices for how your screen looks to you only:

- Participants appear in a uniform grid pattern
- Participants appear at the bottom of the screen

For additional help go to: help.webex.com